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QUESTION 1

Company XYZ has designed their network to run GRE over IPsec on their Internet-based VPN to connect two sites.
Which IPsec tunneling feature can they enable to optimize the data flow while ensuring that the headers contain no
duplicate IP addresses? 

A. Transport Mode in IPsec Phase I 

B. Transport Mode in IPsec Phase II 

C. Tunnel Mode in IPsec Phase II 

D. Tunnel Mode in IPsec Phase I 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

Traffic was equally balanced between Layer 3 links on core switches SW1 and SW2 before an introduction of the new
video server in the network. This video server uses multicast to send video streams to hosts and now one of the links
between core switches is over utilized. 

Which design solution solves this issue? 

A. Add more links between core switches. 

B. Aggregate links Layer 2 link aggregation. 

C. Apply a more granular load- balancing method on SW1. 

D. Apply a more granular load-balancing method on SW2. 
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E. Filter IGMP joins on an over -utilized link. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

ACME Mining has four data centers in Santiago. Cape Town. Mumbai, and Beijing, full- mesh connected via a 400 Mb/s
EVP-LAN They want to deploy a new mission-critical application with these 

requirements: 

cluster heartbeat 2 Mb/s continuous (250 KB/s) 

cluster heartbeat one-way maximum latency 100 ms 

These are the current ping tests results between the four data centers: 
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Which hosting data center pair can host the new application? 

A. Mumbai and Beijing 

B. Santiago and Cape Town 

C. Santiago and Mumbai 

D. Cape Town and Mumbai 

E. Cape Town and Beijing 

F. Santiago and Beijing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which parameter is the most important factor to consider when deciding service placement in a cloud solution? 

A. data replication cost 

B. application structure 

C. security framework Implementation time 

D. data confidentiality rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer migrates from a traditional Layer 2 data center network into a new SDN-based. spine-and-leaf VXLAN
EVPN data center within the same location. The networks are joined to enable host migration at Layer 2. 

Which activity should be completed each time a legacy network is migrated? 

A. The migrated VLAN should be pruned from the Layer 2 interconnects. 

B. The migrated network should have a VXLAN VNID configured within the new network. 

C. The migrated network should be advertised to the EVPN network as a Type 2 network. 

D. The migrated network should be added to the EVPN BGP routing. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 
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As part of a redesign project, you must predict multicast behavior. What happens to the multicast traffic received on the
shared tree (*,G), if it is received on the LHR interface indicated*? 

A. It is dropped due to an unsuccessful RPF check against the multicast source 

B. It is switched give that no RPF check is performed 

C. It is switched due to a successful RPF check against the routing table 

D. It is dropped due to an unsuccessful RPk8t8ck against the multicast receiver. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/ip-multicast/16450- mcastguide0.html When a multicast
packet arrives on an interface, the RPF process checks to ensure that this incoming interface is the outgoing interface
used by unicast routing in order to reach the source of the multicast packet. This RPF check process prevents loops.
Multicast routing does not forward a packet unless the source of the packet passes a RPF check. Once a packet passes
this RPF check, multicast routing forwards the packet based only upon the destination address. 

 

QUESTION 7

What are two examples of business goals to be considered when a network design is built? (Choose two.) 

A. standardize resiliency 

B. minimize operational costs 

C. integrate endpoint posture 

D. ensure faster obsolescence 

E. reduce complexity 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

You are designing a network running both IPv4 and IPv6 to deploy QoS. 

Which consideration is correct about the QoS for IPv4 and IPv6? 

A. IPv4 and IPv6 traffic types can use use queuing mechanisms such as LLQ, PQ and CQ. 

B. IPv6 packet classification is only available with process switching, whereas IPv4 packet classification is available with
both process switching and CEF. 

C. IPv6 and IB/4 traffic types can use a single QoS policy to match both protocols 

D. Different congestion management mechanisms need to be used for IPv4 and IPv6 traffic types 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A product manufacturing organization is integrating cloud services into their IT solution The IT team is working on the
preparation phase of the implementation approach, which includes the Define Strategy step. This step defines the scope
of IT, the application, and the service. 

What is one topic that should be considered in the Define Strategy step? 

A. financial and governance models 
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B. innovate and align with business according to volume 

C. due diligence and financial scenarios 

D. contingency exit strategy steps 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A company requires an RPO of less than 10 seconds to ensure business continuity. Which technology should be
deployed? 

A. geographically dispersed data centers with asynchronous replication 

B. a single data center with duplicated infrastructure, dual PSUs, and a UPS 

C. geographically dispersed data centers with synchronous replication 

D. a single data center with duplicated infrastructure and dual PSUs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Company XYZ is currently running IPv4 but has decided to start the transition into IPv6. The initial objective is to allow
communication based on IPv6 wherever possible, and there should still be support in place for devices that only support
IPv4. These devices must be able to communicate to IPv6 devices as well. Which solution must be part of the design? 

A. address family translation 

B. dual stack 

C. host-to-host tunneling 

D. 6rd tunneling 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 

For Company XYZ Bangkok is using ECMP to reach the 172 20 2 0/24 network The company wants a design that would
allow them to forward traffic from 172 16 2 0/24 toward 172 20 2 0/24 via the Singapore router as the preferred route
The rest of the traffic should continue to use ECMP. 

Which technology fulfills this design requirement? 

A. policy-based routing 

B. route summarization 

C. unequal-cost load balancing using variance 
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D. LFA 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

While designing a switched topology, in which two options is UplinkFast recommended? (Choose two ) 

A. when switches of different spanning-tree types are connected (for example. 802.1d connecting to 802.1w) 

B. on distribution layer switches 

C. when hello timers are changed to more aggressive values 

D. on access layer switches 

E. on the core switches 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which technology is an open-source infrastructure automation tool that automates repetitive tasks for users who work in
networks such as cloud provisioning and intraservice orchestration? 

A. Ansible 

B. Contrail 

C. Java 

D. Jinja2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Company XYZ wants to deploy OSPF. The design plan requires that two OSPF networks be mutually redistributed at
multiple locations and ensure end-to-end connectivity to all of the company\\'s networks. 

Which technology can be used to fulfill the requirements while avoiding the creation of routing loops? 

A. Create a virtual link between ASBRs. 

B. Change the router ID for both ASBRs. 

C. Redistribute routes as external type 2 routes. 

D. Use route maps on ASBRs to filter routes with tags so they are not redistributed. 

Correct Answer: D 
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Explanation: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/open-shortest-path-first- ospf/4170-ospfprocesses.html 
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